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1 Introduction

1.1 Motivation of the document

This presented manual describes requirement, deployment instruction, and validation for
MapReduce application with a genetic algorithm on the serverless platform, according to
National College of Ireland’s project module handbook. The purpose of the configuration
manual to define the prior requirement to implement MapReduce application with a
genetic algorithm on a serverless platform.

1.2 Config Module Structure

Section Purpose
Review This section gives the information about im-

plementation summary and amazon services re-
quired to implement the research question.

Configuration required for development To implement the research question this model
describes the setup description.

Deployment for solution This section describes the implementing proced-
ure of deployment.

Validations This section describes the experiment we have
performed to validate the research question

2 Basic Information

2.1 Objective

The research question aims to reduce the total completion time of map-reduce application
on serverless infrastructure. lambda function has better scalability and low cold start
delay, a combination of slow and fast storage gives a better performance along with low
cost, so we have used AWS services Pu (Feb 2019).

2.2 Implementation Summary

This model shows the implementation summary of project.
- Initially, the s3 bucket is use to store the static and dynamic data, coordinator lambda
function use for making the connection between the mapper phase and reducer phase to
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process the data. To fetch data from s3 to lambda function, we need to give some permis-
sion to the IAM role. The IAM role permissions include S3 full access, Cloud watch full
access, s3 read-only access, VPC full access, elastic file system full access, lambda role,
lambda VPC access executive role, and cloud watch events full access. The S3 trigger
event is use to trigger the lambda function when data is inserted into a bucket.
- In this project, the coordinator function takes the input and distribute the data to two
mapper functions with some conditions according to the data size.
- Mapper function is invoked from the coordinator function and discover good answer for
the available task with the help of a genetic algorithm. Each mapper’s data will store
into Redis in-memory data storage to provide the excellent grained elasticity Pu (Feb
2019).
- Then the invocation of reducer is perform, and aggregated output is stored in another
s3 bucket. To provide security for the applications, user processes the data with VPC by
configuring the lambda function And creating the VPC endpoint for AWS S3 service.

2.3 Architecture prerequisite

This section explains the services required to implement the research question. we are us-
ing the AWS services as the lambda service provides the low latency and scalability Wang
et al. (2018).

2.3.1 Amazon Web Services console account

In this it is necessity to create the console account to access the services.

2.3.2 AWS Lambda

This service enables the user to run the code without provisioning and monitoring the
servers. We just have to pay for compute the time of the service. It also provides
continuous scaling whenever it will require.In this project, lambda service is used to
create the coordinator, mapper, and reducer function. Coordinator function is used to
distribute the data across the mapper function, each mapper function is used to find out
the best output solution with the help of a genetic algorithm, and reducer function is
used to aggregate the output of the mapper function. configuration done with the role,
trigger event, network topology, security groups, and python language with the latest
version 3.8 has been added at run time 1 Giménez-Alventosa et al. (2019).

2.3.3 AWS S3

It is an object storage service used by customers of all sizes and companies for storing and
protecting any amount of data for multiple applications. It gives the 99.99999999999%
of durability to store data for multiple application of companies. In this project, two s3
buckets need to create to store the Input and output data. Input buckets name is AWS-
lambda-trigger1, and one trigger event is created so that as soon as the data is coming
into an Input s3 bucket, it will invoke the coordinator lambda function for execution.
The output bucket is used for storing the output data coming out of the redis function. 2

1https://aws.amazon.com/lambda/
2https://aws.amazon.com/s3
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2.3.4 AWS VPC

To access internet in AWS Lambda and elastic cache it is necessary to create the virtual
private network. subnet, security group and route table are added in vpc3.

2.3.5 AWS Cloud Watch

The AWS Cloud Watch service is used for analysing monitoring, error handling, analysing
logs and so on. This service provides all the information required for executing Map-
reduce tasks at a given time (4.

2.3.6 AWS Elastic Cache

To store the intermediate data generated through mapper we have used the elastic cache
for redis5.

2.4 Run time Programming language

The run programming language used is Python 3.8 to create the functions. In this
PyGAD is an open-source python 3 libraries for implementing the genetic algorithm.
PyGAD provides assistance for distinct types of operators such as mutation, cross over,
and parent selection. It allows a distinct type of problem is optimized using the genetic
algorithm by the fitness function..

3 Configuration required for development

3.1 Code Repository

The zip file of the code is attach.

3.2 Required Run Time Programming Languages

The AWS lambda service gives platform for running code written in multiple language but
we have used the python 3.8. The below packages has been imported for implementing
the research question:

• boto3 - 1.10.28

• redis - 5.0.6

• csv -13.1.1

• random

• json

3https://aws.amazon.com/vpc/
4https://aws.amazon.com/cloudwatch)
5https://aws.amazon.com/elasticache
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3.3 Creation of IAM role

Before creating Lambda function, it is necessary create the IAM role which has below
policies attach to it as shown in figure 1. so, it help the lambda function to create the
execution environment.

• AmazonElasticCacheFullAccess

• AmazonS3FullAccess

• CloudWatchFullAccess

• AmazonVPCFullAccess

• AWSLambdaVPCAccessExecutionRole

• AWSLambdaRole

• CloudWatchEventsFullAccess

• AWSLambdaENIManagementAccess

Figure 1: Policies attach to a IAM role

3.4 Creating VPC

we are creating VPC (server vpc) with 192.168.0.0/16 ipv4 CIDR block as shown in figure
2.

1. create public subnet with 192.168.10.0/24 v4 CIDR block as shown in figure 3

2. create private subnet with 192.168.20.0/24 ipv4 CIDR block as shown in figure 4.

3. create internet gateway to assign the public subnet shown in figure 5.

4. create NAT gateway assign to assign private subnet as shown in figure 6

5. create public route table and assign public subnet to it along with internet gateway
as shown in figure 7.
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6. create private route table and assign private subnet to it along with nat gateway
and vpc end point as shown in figure 8

7. create vpc endpoint as shown in figure 9

8. create the security group which act as virtual firewall so it allows the incoming traffic
and outgoing traffic. In this security group it allows the traffic from anywhere to
Redis and other services with the help of HTTP, HTTPs, SSH, custom TCP, and
All ICMP – Ipv4 protocol as shown in figure 10.

Figure 2: creation of a vpc

Figure 3: creation of a public subnet

3.5 create s3 bucket

creating the s3 bucket to store the incoming data 11.
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Figure 4: creation of a private subnet

Figure 5: creation of a internet gateway

Figure 6: creation of a NAT gateway
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Figure 7: creation of a public route table

Figure 8: creation of a private route table
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Figure 9: creation of a vpc endpoint

Figure 10: creation of a security group
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Figure 11: creation of a s3 bucket

3.6 Creation of Lambda function

After creating a IAM role, creating the lambda function for mapper, coordinator and
reducer.

• To create lambda function go to AWS lambda and click on create a function as
shown in figure 12.

• After selecting a create function now select the blueprint as shown in figure 13.

• now in a basic information section choose the function name, run-time language
and permission i.e. IAM role with all policies that is required. as shown in figure
14]

• After creating the project lambda function now edit the vpc section and add the
network configuration as shown in figure 15

• when there is input data in s3 bucket it should be notified to lambda function for
that we have to create the s3 trigger event in lambda function 16

Figure 12: Creation of function
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Figure 13: Selection of blueprint

Figure 14: Configuration details

Figure 15: Network Configuration

Figure 16: creation of s3 event trigger
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3.7 Create Cache Memory

create the elastic cache memory for redis to store the intermediate data generated from
mapper function.

1. select the cluster engine as redis as shown in figure 17

2. then configure a redis setting in which select the engine version, port, node type
and number of replica as shown in figure 18

3. in advance setting need to select the subnet group, security group, backup and
maintenance window as shown in figure19

Figure 17: Redis Configuration

Figure 18: Redis setting

4 Validation

create a lambda function and inside that function configure a mapper,coordinator and a
reducer function. now prepare the code and deploy it into a function using a upload zip
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Figure 19: Advance redis setting

file option. Now configure the network configuration inside vpc section. after creating all
the services now test the configuration. Testing of the configuration done in two ways as
shown below.

• first way is to create test inside a function as shown in a figure 20. Run the test and
the results are displayed in figure 21. An error is thrown when there is no correct
configuration.

• second way is to add the input in s3 bucket as shown in figure 22. so whenever
there is input at s3 bucket s3 event trigger is happen. If there is proper connection
between s3 trigger event and lambda function then it will execute automatically,
the output is displayed in cloud watch service as shown in figure 23.

Figure 20: Creation of test event
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Figure 21: Lambda output result

Figure 22: S3 Trigger event

Figure 23: Cloud Watch logs
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